
Specialization

In the course of engaging in business for a long period of time, I learned by actually doing. While 
doing so, I mainly conducted corporate training (for a company that you undoubtedly know) 
based on the learning needs demonstrated by society. Due in part to being derived from that 
corporate training (which is mainly aimed at executives), the content that I will teach you is more 
on the practical than the academic side. I will instruct you so that you have as many weapons 
available to you as possible to allow you to overcome trouble after you become a working 
member of society. Society can be like a battlefield. It can also be an adventure that goes on 
endlessly. I will provide you with a compass and map that you can use so that you do not enter 
the working world unprepared and meet with a disaster. I am mindful to conduct enjoyable 
lectures that will clear your head based on my motto of “It’ s not studying if it’ s not fun.”

Psychology, marketing

Brief explanation regarding specialization

Since my activities over time mainly consisted of corporate training (aimed at executives), the 
instruction that I provide is divided into the three steps of knowing, understanding and 
successfully applying mainly in practical study that can be used in the actual field 
(output-model), communication psychology based on actual learning that can be applied in 
practice (with a primary focus on character-formation analysis, rational-emotive therapy and 
transactional analysis) and consumer psychology marketing (buying psychology/behavioral 
psychology). In doing so, I make this more of a practical than an academic discipline.
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夏山 直道

Naomichi
NATSUYAMA
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丹波 博紀

Hiroki
TAMBA

タンバ ヒロキ

Specialization

While jokingly misquoting Pascal, someone once said that “Man is thinking legs.” “Walk, but 
think” is another way to put this. While I am not ordering you to think, I would like you to feel 
flustered, flurried and fidgety at the unfocused ideas that are sensed and evoked as you walk 
about here and there. That experience of feeling flustered is, in my opinion, a very important one.

History of ethical thought, anthropology 

Brief explanation regarding specialization

Over time, I have conducted research on the issue of Minamata disease from the angle of the 
history of ethical thought and anthropology. I have especially pondered connections between 
people, occasionally examining the question of what it means to conduct oneself. For quite a 
while, I have taken charge of classes consisting of writing exercises for first-year students. I took 
an interest in how the act of writing leads to the act of pondering questions.
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中塚 光之介

Konosuke
NAKATSUKA

ナカツカ コウノスケ

Specialization

Connect with others and expand your world by expressing the thoughts in your mind using words.

Japanese language expression

Brief explanation regarding specialization

As I had conducted lectures on essays at a preparatory school for many years, I studied 
educational methods for Japanese language expression. I examine ideal ways of communicating 
to students the train of thought behind forming a deep understanding of a theme, setting one’ s 
own unique theme, and proceeding to argue it in a concrete and logical manner.

北條 規

Tadashi
HOJO

ホウジョウ タダシ

Specialization

Modification in our behavior due to COVID-19 has significantly changed the nature of the world 
around us and our values. As digitalization accelerates and we are called upon to be considerate 
of the global environment, the human resources necessitated by the society of tomorrow will also 
become increasingly diverse. I hope that you, too, will take on the challenge of various things and 
build up your experience with a view to the changing times while remaining free of past 
conventions or conventional wisdom.

Marketing, regional revitalization

Brief explanation regarding specialization

Regional development is not achievable unless industry, public administration and academia 
cooperate to tackle regional challenges. Over time, I have practiced leading-edge marketing 
methods at the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and in the distribution market. I am 
especially well-versed in new product development, sales channel cultivation (both domestic and 
overseas) and information promotion efforts that leverage local resources.
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岩浅 有記
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イワサ ユウキ

古田 尚也

Naoya
FURUTA

フルタ ナオヤ

Specialization

In addition to being a part of our social infrastructure, nature is a high-potential concept that can 
be linked to multiple sectors to bring forth synergy. At the same time, with biodiversity in a 
critical state, both its preservation and revitalization are important themes. I am eager for 
opportunities to engage in co-creation projects together with you. Feel free to reach out to me.

Natural environment policy, national land policy, green infrastructure, adventure tourism

Brief explanation regarding specialization

I engage in regional development projects across Japan for establishing vibrant, sustainable 
economies and societies through utilizing nature as well as preserving it. Moreover, it is 
important that natural environment policy be administered not solely through public 
administration, but also through horizontal cooperation among multiple entities that include 
corporations and NPOs. I also have an interest in system-building and consensus-building for 
such co-creation.

Specialization

They say, “What one likes, one will do well.” Adopt a posture of taking an interest in everything 
and anything and studying it of your own accord.

Environmental policy

Brief explanation regarding specialization

I research environmental policy regarding biodiversity and climate change as well as regional 
development that leverages the natural environment.


